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...to the April issue of the South Cowichan Life
Magazine.
Spring has a different meaning for everyone – whether
that’s longer and warmer days for jogging, more
chocolate and Easter eggs to work off, or enjoying
country walks. But what about the less well-known
things about Spring? We’ve composed a few
interesting facts for you!
Contrary to belief, Spring isn’t the start of pollen season!
Some plants actually start releasing pollen as early as January, meaning hay fever
isn’t a good excuse for no outdoor runs this season!
Spring fever is not just a saying.
According to experts our body’s makeup changes in spring due to a change in
our diet, hormone production and temperate.
The first day of Spring in the Northern Hemisphere is actually the first day
of Autumn in the Southern Hemisphere!
This is the same for Winter and Summer too!
For the Japanese, the opening of the cherry blossom, Japan’s national flower,
in March or April signals the start of spring.
In Japan at this time of year, look out for their Sakura (cherry blossom) trees –
Beautiful!
The Slatina spring in Slovenia is alleged to have been discovered by the
mythological winged horse Pegasus.
The earliest known use of the term ‘spring-cleaning’ was in 1857.
So spring into action by grabbing a mug of your favourite beverage and enjoy
this April edition of the South Cowichan Life Magazine.
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The Mill Bay Community League wants to hear from you!
by Kate Segall

For the past number of years, the Community League
has been quietly busy behind the scenes renovating
the Community Hall, allowing it to continue to serve
as a meeting place for many local groups including
the Mill Bay Garden Club, Folk Dancers, Carpet Bowlers, a large variety of fitness classes among others.
Renovations are now complete and we are ready to
play a much more public role. We need you to tell us
what is needed and wanted in our community.

Some ideas being considered:
- A walking track
- Outdoor fitness equipment
- A band shell
- Swimming pool
- Water Park
- Musical and Cultural Events
- Family Based Programs/Children’s Events
- Community Scavenger Hunt
Please fill out our survey at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5LRR89D.
With your help the Mill Bay Community League can
work towards making the community even better.
To stay up to date on what we are doing along with
other events in the area follow us on facebook
@millbaycommunityleague.

Recording the News and Views of the Mill Bay Community League

REGULAR | BRENDA KRUG

Glimpses of Our Past
Watch for: ‟The roaring decade”

T

he Heritage Museum at 2851
Church Way in Mill Bay held a
limited exhibition on Sundays during
October and November of last year.
With the theme of “From Hymnals
to History” the presentation gave
the history of the former Mill Bay
United Church, and also described
the renovations to the building
that were completed to create the
museum. The event was very well
attended, with nearly 300 people
touring the building including a
retired United Church Minister who
officiated here in the 1980s.
The Heritage Museum Partnership (the Bamberton, Cobble Hill
and Mill Bay/Malahat Historical
Societies) is preparing a Grand
Opening with a new, major exhibit:
“The Roaring Decade: 1919–1929”
The post World War One years
were a time of growth and excitement in our three communities:
Cement production at Bamber-
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ton had ceased in 1916 due to lack
of markets during the war, but in
1921 production was resumed, and
with increased demand for the
product, a village of employees and
their families grew on the hillside.
The population became large
enough for an elementary school
and a recreation hall in this close
knit and self-contained community
whose members worked, lived,
played and celebrated together. By
1929 over 100,000 tons of cement
were produced in a year .
In Mill Bay The Queen Alexandra
Solarium was erected to create a
treatment centre for crippled children
in an open air environment. The
Malahat Drive was much improved
during this period; trips to Victoria
became less fraught with danger and
delay, and excursions to the city to
attend major events, became more
frequent.
There were rumours of mysteries
surrounding illicit alcohol, and
the possible presence of American
gangsters in the
community.
Cobble Hill
was the major
hub of commerce
and transportation during this
period. There was
a hotel – with a
beer parlour, a
post office, a telephone exchange, a

bakery, a general store, a butcher, a
bank, a lumber company, a school,
a garage, and of course, the engine
that created this prosperity – the
train station and stockyard.
The Prince of Wales made a whistle stop here in 1919 selling Victory
Bonds, and the Cenotaph for the
South Cowichan area was erected in
the village centre in 1921.
The Opening will be later this
year, on what is hoped to be a
beautiful, sunny day. As soon as
the date is confirmed, it will be
well publicized. Our Partnership
invites you and yours to attend,
partake of the refreshments, listen
to the short speeches, and tour
“The Roaring Decade.”

JEFF WRIGHT | REGULAR

Ask a Teky

Cloud-phobia: fear of ‟the cloud”

S

o often, I see fear or dismissal
in people’s eyes when “the cloud”
is mentioned. But like many fears,
cloud-phobia can be reduced with
a bit of understanding.
Since the dawn of personal
computing, most of us have gotten
used to running programs or
apps, or storing data, on our own
computers and devices. “The cloud”
refers to services that exist in the
Internet, on remote computers,
that we can access from our
computers and other devices, but
doesn’t otherwise depend on local
computing or storage.

“The cloud” can refer to two
things: “cloud storage” and “cloud
computing”. Cloud storage is the
storage of data in the cloud, and
cloud computing is where the
computing is done in the cloud.
We refer to it as “the cloud”
because we typically don’t know
where the storage/computing is
occurring: it may be across town
or across the world. It has nothing
to do with the dependability or
security of the storage/computing,
which is typically very strong.
Cloud storage and computing
are conceptually simple extensions
of local storage and computing
that most of us have come to use
in our everyday lives. With the
current level of security available,
and as the Internet gets faster and
more ubiquitous, it only
makes sense to
use the cloud.
The benefits of
cloud storage
are: dependability, scalability,
and ubiquity
(you can access
your data from
any cloud-con-

nected device). The benefits of
cloud computing are: the programs
are more current, and typically
the servers they run on are more
powerful than your local device.
Chances are, you are already
using both cloud storage and cloud
computing. If you use email, your
mail server (the part after the @
in your email address) stores your
email for you until you move it
or delete it from there. And if you
have ever used Google Maps for
directions, you have used cloud
computing: Google calculates
the best route and gives you the
estimated time and distance of
that route. These are just examples
of the thousands of dependable,
secure, services we can access in
the cloud.
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Cat Column
Please don't declaw me!

I

f you are considering declawing
your cat, please read this first!
Although it appears to be
justifiable to think it is completely
humane, here’s what happens
when you declaw your cat: According to Veterinarian, Dr.
Christianne Schelling, declawing
is “not like a manicure...it is a
serious surgery.” The toenail is
actually attached to the bone, and
to remove it, part of the bone must
be removed with it. So it is actually
an “amputation of the last joint of
your cat’s “toes.” Hence, you can
see why it is a painful surgery with
a painful recovery, especially since
your cat has to use his/her feet to
walk, climb, jump, etc.
Your cat’s body is perfectly
designed in nature to utilize
everything he/she
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was born with. This includes his/
her feet, toes and claws. Amputating by way of declawing is not only
cruel and painful, but it has lasting
effects on your cat, taking away
his/her natural means of defense,
leaving your cat exposed and
vulnerable
to predators and
even
other cats
who have
their claws.
Many
people
have
also
ad-

mitted that after declawing, their
cats, acted out by biting and even
hiding. This is understandable as it
is all they are left with for defending themselves. It can be as drastic
as changing your cat’s personality
completely. When he/she once was
carefree and playful, he/she is now
inhibited and aggressive.
So please think twice before
declawing your cat for the simple
convenience of not having your
furniture scratched a little. There
are humane options such as soft
paws that can be implemented in
place of such a painful procedure.
Finally, if you are not yet
convinced that it is NOT an option
for your cat, ask yourself why other
countries have outlawed it and
made it illegal.

PETE KEBER | REGULAR

Planning Tomorrows
The future of economics

T

here are many schools of
economic theory, from classical to Austrian. Each has its own
group of followers based on their
political stripes. Each has detractors ready to wade in and explode
the foundations of the espoused
concepts. The latest economic
trend is Modern Monetary Theory
(MMT) which is being cited by
Green New Dealers as a model
on which the Deal can be made
viable. The opposition has been
swift and brutal as opponents of
the Deal attempt to tear down
any semblance of credibility for
MMT. Those attempting the take
down may not have studied MMT

thoroughly. That
being said, there is
no scientific basis
to support ANY
economic model
and there is no
empirical evidence
to indicate that
any of the schools
actually work.
Why? Because politics gets in the
way of following any model as prescribed. Though they might work
mathematically it is impossible to
transfer them to the real world.
What is to be done then? How
can an economic system blend
with social needs and political
stripes? I don’t know the answer.
I do know that what many developed nations are doing currently
is not working
well for the
majority of
the populace
and doesn’t
work for the
environment.

Quasi-free markets don’t distribute
money equitably, ignore environmental consequences and don’t
self-regulate. Interest rate manipulations facilitate booms and busts.
Most systems are more concerned
with economic growth rather
than societal health, assuming
one will follow the other. Ethical
considerations are jettisoned if
profits are at risk. Every facet of
the economy must be considered
as part of a symbiotic relationship.
Let one suffer and the whole web
is weakened. A change in values
is essential. A concept known as
the Circular Economy needs to
be explored in order to enable a
balanced approach not tied to
political philosophy or the result
will be unfavourable.

Pete Keber is an independent, fee only Financial
Management Advisor. The opinions expressed here do
not necessarily reflect that of this publication. Pete can
be reached at 250-743-4850
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Canine Friends

My dog chases cars / bicycles / joggers – what should I do?

R

eactivity, an inappropriate reaction, to fast-moving objects is not
unusual. Owners of herding breeds
such as border collies and shepherds
often blame the breed - "he's trying
to herd the cars", but a much more
common cause is actually fear, either
in the context of an approaching fastmoving object during a walk, or as an
object passing the yard which is often
expressed as "territorial aggression."
There are three steps to the
behaviour modification of emotion
-based behaviours:

1. Management:
Do not put the dog
into situations that
trigger the reaction.
This will only make
him worse. Avoid
walking where there
is passing traffic and
do not leave him in the
yard to bark and fencerun at the passing cars.
2. Desensitize and
counter-condition:
Desensitization: Under
CONTROLLED circumstances, we
expose the dog to his "trigger" at
a level where he is aware of it, but
not reacting. Use distance: The dog
will not be as reactive to a jogger
running 100 yards away as he to
a jogger running right by. Counter-conditioning:
pair the trigger
with something
the dog likes,
like high-value
treats. Work on
this step until

Lisbeth Plant is a certified dog trainer and behaviour consultant,
and owns Cowichan Canine. She specializes in the behaviour
modification of fearful, reactive and aggressive dogs, but works
with dogs with many different needs.
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the dog looks expectantly at you
every time he sees a jogger.
3. Teach the dog what you
want him to do instead: Many
people jump right to this step, and
start shouting "Sit!" when the dog is
already over his reaction threshold,
barking and lunging at the jogger.
This won't work. Not until we have
changed the dogs underlying emotional response (step 2, above) can we
even begin to expect that he will be
able to even hear the "Sit" cue, never
mind being able to process it and
actually respond correctly.
If your dog has bitten somebody,
or you are concerned that this is
a possibility, contact a properly
qualified behaviour consultant.
Next month: Should I Get a Dog
for the Children?

LEANNE TAIT | FEATURE

Travelling Foody

Authentic Naples pizza right here in the Cowichan Valley

I

’m not much for North American
pizza, but Pizzeria Prima Strada
in Cobble Hill has made me rethink
that. Their pizza is as Italian as it gets
without getting on an airplane: from
the thin crust to the wood fired oven.
The vibe and service are casual
and comfortable. Laura welcomed
me with a friendly greeting and was
happy to walk me through the menu.
The menu itself is very Italian,
sporting antipasti (appetizers) as well
as Naples-style pizzas. If you’re looking
for pasta, burgers, or anything else
on the entrée side of the menu, you
won’t find it which makes this place
great. They have a niche, which they
execute exceptionally well.
So well, in fact, that they are
certified by AVPN: Associazione

Versace Pizza Napoletana. Or in
English, the True Neapolitan Pizza
Association. The association’s mission
is to promote and protect, the true
Neapolitan pizza. Cobble Hill’s
Pizzeria Prima Strada, and its sister
restaurants in Victoria are three of
only six BC restaurants certified by
the AVPN, and one of only 15 in all of
Canada. Certifications aside, it’s the
taste that tells.
I chose pollo alla panna e pancetta
pizza, a so-called “white” pizza
consisting of cream, roasted chicken,
garlic, red onion, house cured pancetta, fresh mozzarella, caciocavallo,
parsley and lemon. I asked for a wine
recommendation. While there was
a broad array of Italian wines on the
bar menu, I was recommended to
the house white, a Prima Grigio from
local winery, Averill Creek. It was
perfectly crisp and bold, and a great
complement to a pizza with so many
flavour layers.
Pizzeria Prima Strada, on my
visit, was true to its promise of delivering authentic fire roasted pizzas in
the style of Naples Italy. As noted on
their website, they “pay homage to …
Italian roots with a commitment to
simple, fresh ingredients on traditional wood-fired thin crust pizza.”

Nothing more, nothing less, nothing
complicated. Just great, Italian pizza.
Dining solo, I ate the better part
of a whole pizza. A single pizza
and antipasti would likely make a
satisfying lunch for two. I didn’t try
the gelato, only because I couldn’t
bring myself to indulge in dessert
when I couldn’t finish my pizza. This
is a good excuse to go back.
If you plan to go:
14 –1400 Cowichan Bay Rd, Cobble Hill
Cost: Lunch for 1, including wine,
coffee and gratuity about $40
Reservations: not needed for groups
of less than 6

Leanne Tait, aka The Travelling Foody is
a food and travel blogger. You can find
her online at travellingfoody.com,
² @travellingfoody, µ @thetravellingfoody or ³ @foodytravelling
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InSight

Why you might have dry eye diesase and not know it!

T

here is a saying in medicine that structural loss
precedes functional loss. This
means that in general there
is damage to cells before you
feel or experience the loss of
that sense. This is very true for
glaucoma. For many years, eye
doctors have been routinely
“screening” all patients for
glaucoma to detect early
structural changes and thus
are able to provide early treatment
in order to reduce or prevent actual
loss of vision.
In the past, dry eye disease
was treated based on the patient’s
symptoms. Patients would complain of dry, red, gritty eyes that
could cause vision fluctuations and
would eventually seek treatment
options such as lubricating drops to
relieve (often temporarily) the discomfort. Recently the definition of
dry eye disease has been updated.
Dry eye is “a multifactorial disease
of the ocular surface characterized
by a loss of homeostasis of the tear
film and accompanied by ocular
symptoms, in which tear film instability and hyperosmolarity, ocular
surface inflammation and damage,
and neurosensory abnormalities
play etiological roles.” Dry eye disease has a complicated definition
because there can be many factors
involved in upsetting the stability
of the complex substance called the
tear film. Basically, our tears coat
our corneas which is the clear front
surface of the eye, which allow us to
see well and also feel well by protecting and coating the corneal nerves
that are oh so sensitive. Remember
that eyelash you may have had in
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your eye that felt like a needle or the
scratch that was very painful?
Advancements in diagnostics
have allowed eye doctors to detect
chemical and physical changes
much earlier than ever before, right
in our clinical office setting. We can
do a test to examine the Osmolarity
of the tears. This test is basically a
measure of the salt content of the
tear layer (more salty indicates a
higher degree of dry eye). Another
powerful diagnostic tool is called
Meibography. This is a scan of the
inner eyelids that allows us to
visualize the meibomian glands that
open at the edge of the lids near the
eyelashes. These glands produce
the oily component of the tears and
reduce evaporative effects.
Often these glands can become
plugged (especially in patients
using digital
devices) and
can become
damaged over
time. Meibography allows our
doctors to image
these glands
to determine if
there is struc-

tural loss even before any dry
eye symptoms may be felt. We
have decided to include this
scanning technology in our
routine examinations at two
of our clinics to provide our
doctors with the most information about the future potential
for dry eye disease.
If you are interested in
reducing the risks of developing dry eye disease consider
doing the following:
- Blink fully and regularly especially when on a computer or
device
- Clean around your eyelids using
appropriate lid washes
- Use paraben-free mascara (or
none at all) and ensure all makeup
is well removed before bed
- Consider using lubricating drops
in dry environments (the best type
for you can be recommended by
your eye doctor)
- Wear glasses with a current
prescription if required (improves
blink rate)
- Have regular routine eye
examinations to determine if any
structural gland loss is present as
well as examining other health
aspects of your eyes.

DR. TERENCE MIRANDA | REGULAR

Sound Advice
Limitations of tele-audiology

L

ast month, we introduced teleaudiology and the advantages
of remote access of certain hearing
services can bring to people who have
difficulty making it into the clinic
(e.g. because of mobility, scheduling
or distance issues). In this month’s
column, we will outline the limitations of tele-audiology and why
coming to the clinic in person will
produce the best outcomes.
We can not accurately diagnose
hearing loss or fit hearing instrumentation through tele-audiology.
This is because the accurate diagnosis of hearing loss requires bone
conduction testing, immittance
testing, speech testing, masking and
a controlled acoustic environment
only found in-clinic. Also, the fitting
of hearing instruments requires measurement of sound in the ear canal
(using a probe tube microphone) to
ensure safe and effective amplification of sound. Both the diagnosis of
hearing loss and the fitting of hearing
instrumentation are regulated by the

College of Speech and Hearing
Professionals of BC cshhpbc.
org and regulations require
in-clinic diagnosis of hearing
loss and fitting of hearing
instrumentation.
One of the first and most
basic things I do when I see
someone in my clinic is to look
in to their ears with my otoscope. I evaluate the condition
of the ear canal, earwax and
eardrum. I also remove cerumen
(earwax) via curette, microscopic
suction or irrigation. This is obviously
not possible through the internet.
Not doing something like otoscopy or
cerumen management can
lead to serious
inaccuracies
and a misguided
approach to troubleshooting a
hearing problem.
Notwithstanding these

limitations, there are certain cases
and situations where tele-audiology can play a significant role
at improving access to follow-up
hearing services.
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In the Garden
Prune away your troubles

For further amusement I offer you
a selection of spectacular pruning fails.

O

h I love to prune! Get out those
rusty secateurs, put on a bit of
oil, a little rub on the old whetstone
and off we go! My problem is, as
always, one of misplaced time wasting enthusiasms. The difficulty with
being a self-aware kind of person
is that I KNOW my faults in the
garden. I try to reason with myself
too. This does not work because
of one thing alone – gardening is
fun. It’s big fun, with colours and
textures, new and curious plants,
and lovely rich dirt. I could go on for
hours about that lovely dirt but this
is an investigation of pruning.
Most people do not know
how to prune. Well duh, it’s not
like there is mandatory pruning
school in grade 5! Fortunately for
me I attended the master gardener
training and learned how to prune
properly. Although, and this is not
a fabrication, Barb Kohlman (our
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instructor) had to tell me to share
the bush I was pruning. I am a
pruning hog but there is a reason.
There is nothing so nice as stepping
back from the pruning you just did
and let out a most satisfied sigh.
Enough of the babble, how
do you prune? First you need to
understand what kind of plant
are you pruning. Some plants are
self-pruning and require nothing.
Trees like our wonderful red cedar
Thuja plicata needs nothing. Fruit
trees however, need lots of pruning.
Once again timing is king. Apple
trees need to be pruned in late
winter/early spring. You need to
follow a few rules. Take out all the
branches that are dead or damaged.
There will be a lot this year after
Snowmagedon. Next, look for
diseased branches - these will be
misshapen, cankerous, cracked or
blistered. You want to open the

canopy up so lots of light and air
gets into the tree. Try to take out
excess branches or dumb looking
ones that make no sense. You are
looking for a vase shape. By the
way those little short branches are
the fruit spurs. Don’t prune them
off. The best advice I got in Pruning
class was to be cautious. Prune in
thirds. That is, one-third this year,
one-third the second year and the
last third in the third year. This way
if you have a spectacular pruning
fail you’ve only done it to 1/3rd of the
plant! My parting word is about roses.
Prune roses when the Forsythia
blooms, and prune them as if your
worst enemy was pruning them.
For exact instructions come and
see the master gardener clinics at
your local garden centres or check
out the Mill Bay Garden Club 4th
Tuesday every month at the Mill
Bay Hall 6:45.

GERRY GILES | REGULAR

Farmers Institute

I

n looking at the history of the
Shawnigan Cobble Hill Farmers
Institute and Agricultural Society
(Farmers Institute) and their
holdings in the heart of the Cobble
Hill Village, it is important to note
the present Cobble Hill Hall was
built in 1921 using volunteer labour
and funded through community
donations. As there was no local
government in the area at the time,
the Farmers Institute, the Women’s
Institute and the Independent
Ancient Order of Foresters-Court
Shawnigan were registered as the
owners of the building with each
holding a one-third share. The
Foresters disbanded in 1942 and in
1981 the Women’s Institute turned
its share over to the Farmers Institute making it the sole owner of this
important community entity.
During the 1930s money was
scarce so the hall fell into disrepair.
By the time the Second World War
ended the situation had become
critical and a series of necessary
repairs were required if the hall was
to remain as a focal point in the
South Cowichan community. The
repairs needed included a new roof
as it leaked so bad rainwater was
threatening to ruin the beautiful

hardwood floor. Young people
in the community decided
the hall was worth saving and
they agreed to hold a series of
dances, called bucket dances,
to raise the required money to
replace the roof and refurbish
the building.
By the late 1970s the Farmers Institute was once again
finding that maintenance and
repairs were
almost beyond the ability of its
members, many of whom were
becoming elderly and no longer able
to volunteer as actively as in the past.
Again the fate of the hall was in
doubt as major and expensive work
was required. In a November 1985
referendum, the citizens of Cobble
Hill voted by over 72% to provide
an annual grant
to the Farmers
Institute for
renovations
and upgrading
through the
Cowichan
Valley Regional
District. In the
summer of 1987
the hall was
lifted from its
support posts
and a proper
foundation was
installed.
Since that
time, many more
upgrades have
been done to
ensure the future
of this building
that is central to
the social fabric

of Cobble Hill and the surrounding communities. The latest major
improvements were funded through
Farmers Institute funds along with
Federal Gas Tax money. These improvements included installing a
new roof, upgrading the electrical
service to 3 phase power, installing natural gas and hot water on
demand, installing GeoExchange
heating and renovating the kitchen. Many other minor changes
have also taken place and will
continue
to be done
as money
and more
people
power
become
available.
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Realtor Advice

W

ith each fresh Spring, not only
do we welcome new growth
and renewed energy, but also, a fresh
Provincial budget, the government’s
projected plan for spending our tax
dollars over the coming year.
A key indicator of the health of
our economy, British Columbia’s real
estate industry is closely impacted by
both budgetary demands, and contininually evolving policy regulations.
This year, the British Columbia
Real Estate Association (BCREA)
notes several developments in the
Provincial budget that could impact
the industry.
Of note, this year’s budget aims
to build on currently-operating
local government rent banks, and to
improve affordability by establishing
a provincial program to provide lowincome renters facing evictions with
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short-term, low-interest loans. There
appears to be no quick fix for the
affordability gap that seems to keep
on growing, where current wages
struggle to keep up with inflation and
market demand.
An additional $111 million over
three years is being allocated to fire
management, a real concern as we
see the negative effects of climate
change in our community. This will
be used to strengthen British Columbia’s efforts to combat and prevent
wildfires, providing more capacity
for wildfire control and increasing
resources for communication and
community engagement during wildfire season. As we know, wildfires
don’t just have the potential to take
down houses, but can also negatively
affect the land value of an area.
The budget also offers $41 million
over three years to make energy-saving home retrofits more affordable
and enticing for British Columbians.
Ask your realtor for assistance on
where to find information related to
homeowner rebates and incentive
programs. As well as information on
energy rated appliances that can help
keep your carbon footprint and utility
bills down.
In terms of policy, the BCREA

believes the negative shock and
purchasing power limitations created
by the Federal mortgage stress test
(Guideline B-20) is expected to continue constraining housing demand
throughout the province this year,
with many young people and firsttime home buyers feeling the impacts
the hardest.
While population demographics
on Vancouver Island have offered
some protection from B-20’s negative
fallout, the Vancouver Island housing
market has not emerged unscathed.
The stress test is reducing demand
for higher-priced properties in some
areas and pushing buyers towards less
expensive homes, which is compressing the lower end of the market.
Thus far, however, declining
demand has not reduced house prices
in the Vancouver Island Real Estate
Board area, although there are indications that prices may be softening.
With policy, rules, and regulations constantly changing, it is
always a great idea to connect with
a real estate professional who can
help point you in the right direction.

KEN OLIVE | REGULAR

Time Flies
Closer than you think

C

hildren in England are on strike
in support of climate action,
one holding a sign “Our House is On
Fire.” 2018 was England’s hottest year
on record, and they have records from
1659. The kids are angry because
adults are ignoring their future.
Sir David Attenborough said to
the UN Climate Summit in December
“Time is running out. If we don’t take
action, the collapse of our civilizations
and extinction of much of the natural
world is on the horizon.” Seems a man
of 93 and schoolchildren are talking
the same language.
In the same few weeks a report
from the Journal of Biological
Conservation reported that insect
numbers are plummeting. They write
“Unless we change our ways of
producing food, insects as a whole

will go down the
path of extinction
in a few decades.
The repercussions
this will have
for the planet’s
ecosystems are
catastrophic to
say the least.” The
principal culprits
are insecticides,
industrial scale
intensive agriculture and rising
temperatures due to climate change.
In February NASA discovered a
300-meter-high cave the size of Manhattan at the bottom of the Antarctic’s
massive Thwaites glacier which is
melting faster than previously thought.
And also in February, a new report
from Asia on
the melting of
the Himalayan
mountain
glaciers said that
one third will
be gone by 2100,
even if the global
temperature rise
above preindustrial levels is held
to 1.5°C. Scientist

admitted “shock” at finding that at
best, a third of the glaciers will be
gone and at 2˚C, half the glaciers will
be gone.
Over 1.6 billion people rely on the
water from the great rivers that flow
from thepeaks into India, Pakistan,
China and other nations.
Who can take the time from
simply living and surviving in the
daily world, to think of the world of
2100? Designed for immediate problem-solving, humans seek solutions
to daily problems. And so it goes,
the house is burning, but we can’t
deal with it because we haven’t the
time. Some of the striking children
of England will see 2100, they are
telling adults to take the time.
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Club of South Cowichan

Temple of the Muses
T

emple of the Muses was the name
given to one of the first and most
famous libraries of all time; the
ancient library in Alexandria, Egypt.
In its day the palace-like complex
was said to have housed the greatest
collection of knowledge known to
human kind. It included everything
such as tribal histories, the origins
of religions, engineering blueprints
and descriptions of lands not even
known to the most learned
scholars, all of which would,
today, be considered priceless
in the most literal sense.
The curators of the
library gathered works from
many private collections but
passed a sneaky law stating
that every ship visiting the

busy sea port had to turn over their
sailing manuscripts to the library
scribes. Copies of the manuscripts

Frank Simpson Roofing
Cobble Hill & Duncan

250-217-9232
162-1751 Northgate Road, Cobble Hill, V0R 1L6

would
be made before
they were given
back to their owners, a
tactic not unlike big tech
collecting our online data
today. It did not take
long before the
most complete
picture of the world
surrounding the
Mediterranean Sea
and beyond began
to take shape.

The collection
became so
valuable that
the loss of the
library to fire
in 48 BC is still
considered the

greatest single catastrophe of the
ancient world.
Who knows what we could
have learned had the books and
scrolls filling its shelves not been
lost. With the scribes firsthand
accounts and our modern technology we could be planning our next
vacation to the lost civilization of
Atlantis or answering that age old
question, “so that's why the aliens
built the pyramids.”
A library is not a new idea, but
if they have been around this long
there has to be something special
about them. In 2017 the Rotary Club
embarked on a task of installing “take
a book leave a book” community
libraries throughout the valley. Currently there are thirteen throughout
South Cowichan. You may
have seen them next to your
mailboxes. They are humble
blue and yellow cabinets
resting on a post. They hold
things that can educate,
inspire or simply entertain.
We at Rotary encourage you
to use them. They can't work without
you. Think of the community libraries as your own Temple of the Muses,
but one that will not mine your
digital data or even ask you to turn
in your sailing
manuscripts.

NANCY BUAN | FEATURE

Mill Bay Book Club
P

at Thornton,
a long-time
resident of Mill
Bay and voracious reader,
started a book
club in 2000.
Originally from
Swift Current,
Saskatchewan
in the ‘20’s and
30’s, she saw
her parents’
voracious reading habits and has been a devoted fan of
murder mysteries, but in 2000 she was hungering for a
chance to discuss other kinds of books with people.
Pat was an athlete who played hockey for the University
of Saskatchewan in the 1940’s. She has been a laboratory
technician, mother of four, grandmother of seven, greatgrandmother of three and animal lover extraordinaire.
She has had some serious health issues recently, but at
the age of 94 has recovered sufficiently enough to return
to our book club which is presenting her with a “Lifetime
Membership.” She would say either “it’s about time” or
that “the lifetime part isn’t going to last for very long.”
The Phoenix Book Club was born out of the ashes

of other book clubs to which some of the members had
previously belonged. Including the two original members,
Pat and Carol Smith, it is made up of vibrant, thoughtful,
opinionated women armed with education, life experience
and wisdom.
The presenter begins with a poem that relates to the
book, then delves into discussing one of the 238 books
we’ve read that have been as varied as The Boys in the
Boat, When Breath Becomes Air, Under This Unbroken Sky,
Mrs. Dalloway and The Golden Spruce. Any genre is fair
game, all opinions are respected and opinions do vary,
but we all love to read and appreciate our boundaries
being pushed and our perspectives challenged.
Members agree that the club has become a very
supportive, trusting, and safe arena to share personal
issues, riotous laughter and fabulous food. We love and
respect one another and are grateful to Pat for the idea to
create a forum for discussing books. We anticipate many
more good reads together.
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#Trashtag

For #ShawniganCleanUp2019

C

ollective efforts DO make a difference! Just as thrift
shops were inundated with people’s unwanted clutter
as a result of the Tidy Up “KonMari” effect started by
Marie Kondo, we too can begin to see unwelcome litter
as our opportunity to Tidy Up our community! Have you
heard of the #Trashtag Challenge? The idea is to take a
photo of an area that is damaged by trash, carefully
collect and bag up all of the mess, and celebrate your
hard work on social media by sharing the “Before+After”
photos using the hashtag #Trashtag. Locally, you can do
the same and include the hashtag #ShawniganCleanUp2019 – your work could be featured in our Event Gallery!
#ShawniganCleanUp2019 is Sunday, April 28th from
10am to 2pm, with a community-wide coordinated effort
launched from the Shawnigan Lake Community Centre
in the heart of our village. Volunteers will be dispatched
to zones around the lake and along our high traffic areas,
equipped with bags, gloves, and tongs and the means to
gather and deal with all of the litter to be sorted and
hauled away. Refreshments plus related activities and
info will be shared. Plan to enjoy the benefits of many
hearts working together to take care of our environment!
This team effort is going forward through the South
Cowichan Rotary Club in collaboration with Fisher Rd
Recycling / DL Bins, P.A.N. Disposal, and Mainroad South
Island Contracting - along with the community support
of the Shawnigan Residents Association, Area B Director
Sierra Acton, and the CVRD. Many thanks to our safety
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resource partners who will also be on hand! We will be
involving interested groups, schools and businesses to
sponsor and participate during the 4-hour event. More
details will be available at www.southcowichanrotary.org
so stay tuned!

MEGHAN SEAL | REGULAR

Around the Bay
Shaw centre for the salish sea

W

e

walked
into a
dark,
round
room.
Large
steel
doors
slowly
closed
behind
us. Callum moved closer to me and
reached for my leg, waiting for the
doors to open in front of us. A deep
voice bellows from above “30 seconds until we reach our destination,” screens in the ceiling make it
seem like we are really descending
into the ocean in a submarine. The
floor jolted as we touched bottom
and the doors rolled open. Callum
was relieved to see that we were still
above water as we stepped out into
the aquarium.
It was a good day to get out of this
family’s routine of school, work, home,
sports and see what fun we could find.
I asked the kids what they would like
to do. Emily blurted out “Flying Squirrel!” Callum would have been happy at
a swimming pool. My mind kept

floating back to the Shaw Centre for
the “Salish Sea,” the aquarium in Sidney
with local ocean species on display.
The Shaw Centre for the Salish
Sea is Located on Beacon Avenue
beneath the Sidney Pier Hotel and
Spa (on the waterfront). There is
plenty of free parking within walking distance of the Shaw Centre and
a parking lot beside the complex
that is pay parking.
We took our time walking
through the aquarium habitats. They
were beautiful and just as unique as
the fish and sea life on display. A new
octopus had arrived recently, it was
really difficult to spot her in the large
habitat as she blended in well with her
surroundings. There is a school room
type area with microscopes set up
above Petri dishes
with tiny creatures
swimming around, only visible
through the lens.
The kids
enjoyed the
‘touch pool’ filled
with salt water
circulated from
the ocean outside
the window. The
water was 13

degrees and full of sea cucumbers
cleaning the rocks and bright purple
sea urchins. One of the volunteers
pointed out that if we placed a finger
down in between the sea urchins
long spikes it would give our finger
a hug. After we had a nice tight hug
from each sea urchin in the pool we
were ready to continue on our way to
the skeletons, Coast Salish artifacts
and art display.
When we had exhausted our eyes
and feet, we made our way outside to
sit near the ocean in the balmy sunshine. The kids marveled that what
they had just learned about came from
the ocean in front of them. I love
that feeling I get when they make a
connection with nature.
www.salishseacentre.org
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Mill Bay Fire Department
Community News: S
Welcome Sergeant Tim Desaulniers
Shawnigan Lake RCMP Detachment

T

his January, the Shawnigan Lake RCMP Detachment welcomed Constable Tim Desaulniers as their
new Sergeant. He was born and raised in Manning,
AB, (a small town with under 2,000 inhabitants). RCMP
constables who lived and worked in that community
were well known and respected. In May of 1997, after
graduation, Sergeant Tim, as he likes to be known, and
family moved to his first posting in Ladysmith. During
his 22 year career, he served as Corporal in Ladysmith,
and in Shawnigan Lake, he was promoted to Sergeant
in the Comox Valley and today is serving as Sergeant
for the Shawnigan Lake Detachment. He is a supporter
of community policing and knows its value to the
community and police force. He oversaw, for Courtney,
Cumberland and Comox municipalities, the Police Dog
Section, Municipal Traffic and Client Services. In 2005,
he participated in the Tour de Rock, Cops for Cancer
and still supports this fundraiser today, which fights
childhood cancer. We at SCCPAS are proud to have
Sergeant Tim with us
and look forward to
working closely with
the RCMP detachment
to ensure safer and
happier communities.
by Oriana Parker for
SCCPAS
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pring cleaning
reminders:
Test your smoke
and carbon
monoxide
detectors, change
batteries if needed,
check your fire
extinguishers,
check for overloaded/damaged
extension cords, replace where needed. Ensure you have
an emergency preparedness kit in case of incidents such
as power outages and flooding.
Practice your family’s fire escape plan. Check windows
to ensure they open and close properly, in case they are
needed as an exit. Properly store household chemicals
and never mix cleaning agents. Recycle: Get rid of old
newspapers, magazines and junk mail. These items greatly
contribute to the severity and spread of fire. Check and
clean filters if you have a fan above the stove. Pull refrigerator out and vacuum/dust the coils. Keep stairs and
landings clear for safe evacuation in case of an emergency.
Ensure your address numbers are up and visible from
the street. Maintain a clear 'fire zone' of 10' around structures. Check outdoor electrical outlets and other electrical
appliances for animal nests and proper wiring. Keep 100'
of garden hose with an attached nozzle connected and
ready for use. Remove leaves and trash from carports and
garages. Combustible materials are dangerous if they are
exposed to heated automobile components, especially
under the vehicle. Clean up and properly store paints,
pool and yard chemicals. Check fuel containers for leaks
and make sure they are properly stored. Let power equipment sit for approximately 30 minutes before placing it
inside to be sure there is no possibility of fire.
Only untreated natural wood, prunings, or branches
can be burned (NO leaves, grass clippings, garbage or
construction waste). As of April 15, 2019, CVRD bylaw
burning is NOT permitted. Backyard burning may take
place during 15 October – 15 November. Always check
with the fire department for questions, instructions and
permits at 250-743-5563 and/or http://mbfd.ca/
Did you know: The Annual AGM is at 2675 Lodgepole Rd
Mill Bay, B.C. V0R 2P1 25 April at 7:00 pm

DR. KENT CLAYTON | FEATURE

Counsellor's Corner

How can we keep contempt out of our disagreements?

A

ccording to Dr. Arthur Brooks,
we don't have an anger problem
in society. We have a contempt
problem. Contempt is defined as the
"conviction of the utter worthlessness
of another human being." How can
we get rid of it, both in our personal
relationships, and as a nation?
Research shows contempt kills
relationships. If we want to have
happier relationships, and be happier
people, we must get out of the habit of
expressing contempt for each other.
Anger is not the same as contempt.
Contempt is belittling and disrespectful. It makes us less empathetic
toward others. Anger engages us.
If done respectfully, anger can be
constructive because it leads to
mutual understanding.
We can start personal reconciliation by talking about our shared

why instead of our divided
what. We call this the "dreams
within conflict" approach. It gets
at the meaning of each person's
position.
When people are arguing,
they're usually talking about the
what of their position. They need
to dig into the why of the values
behind the positions they hold. In
doing so, they'll find they agree
on more than they thought.
From political debates to comment threads on social media, we
see people treating each other with
contempt all the time. The dialogue
has become "us" vs "them." And that
deludes us into thinking we're better
than other people. It's dangerous.
Our Constitution guarantees
that people have the right to be
heard, even if their points of view are
offensive to us. If we want to bring the
country together, we need dialogue.
Dialogue is what enriches us. It's what
has always made Canada great.
We tend to listen to the views
supporting our own beliefs, but we
don't grow that way. We learn the most
from people who disagree with us.
We should read widely and talk
to people who are different from us
and assume they mean well. They're

just as Canadian as we are.
If strong relationships are the
basis of a stable society. These are
the things you can do to stitch
Canada back together while still
maintaining your points of view.
1. Focus on another person's
distress empathetically. Empathy
is a cornerstone of emotional
intelligence, an essential quality
for successful relationships. You
don't have to agree to empathize
with someone.
2. Keep your positive vs negative
comments and interactions at a
ratio of 5:1.You have power to do this.
The positive things you say versus
the criticisms 5:1 ratio at least. That
means five affirming, praising, and
loving tweets and Facebook comments for every critical one.
3. Avoid contempt with everybody,
all the time. No exceptions. Contempt
is bad for you and the country.
4. Learn to cooperate and have
dialogue with those of whom
you disagree. Purposely surround
yourself with people who are different than you. Before you speak, see
if you understand what the speaker
before you have said. If we follow
these rules, together, we can make
this a better country.
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Home Renos

Value vs. cost for that new kitchen

K

itchen renos give the best return on the investment
(ROI). Right? Wrong. Will the renovation you are
planning to do give the most resale value?
Many surveys about ROI on renos are conducted
each year. Even the best should be used as a guideline
only–as some variables can't be factored in. For instance,
a modern kitchen reno with a living room with blue /
green shag carpet will stick out like a sore thumb. Remember listening to the vacuum choke to death while
burning 1000 calories lugging that poor beast around
the house? Did folks really rake those carpets?
April,.2019

The appearance the neighbourhood can affect the
resale value, especially if your neighbour decorates his
yard with lawnmower ‘ornaments’ but the lawn never
gets mowed, or worse, a neighbour brings home his
septic pump truck ‘to air out’.
When reviewing plans, remember:
1. It is your choice to ignore the investment returns.
The most important consideration is: What do you want?
2. The lower the investment amount, the better the
return. An outdoor kitchen, pergola and hot tub will
set you back on average $60K. As wonderful as it
sounds, no one else wants to pay for it.
3. Exterior improvements give the best returns, such
as a new 3’ high rock facade along the front of the
house, a new garage or front door. Realtors refer to this
as ‘curb appeal’ which is a critical to selling a home.
People buy by elimination. They start with a ‘drive-by’.
You may choose to ignore the return on resale, and
that’s perfectly fine, but be informed about your choices.
Kitchen renos get 70-100% ROI, whereas a new
garage door gets 125-160% ROI.
Be empowered with knowledge. We can help.
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Mon 01 Apr
Tue 02 Apr
Wed 03 Apr
Thu 04 Apr
Fri 05 Apr
Sat 06 Apr
Sun 07 Apr
Mon 08 Apr
Tue 09 Apr
Wed 10 Apr
Thu 11 Apr
Fri 12 AprG
Sat 13 Apr
Sun 14 Apr
Mon 15 Apr
Tue 16 Apr
Wed 17 Apr
Thu 18 Apr
Fri 19 Apr
Sat 20 Apr
Sun 21 Apr
Mon 22 Apr
Tue 23 Apr
Wed 24 Apr
Thu 25 Apr
Fri 26 Apr
Sat 27 Apr
Sun 28 Apr
Mon 29 Apr
Tue 30 Apr

Tidal Heights at Fulford Harbour, British Columbia
Time Zone is PST

4:48
5:11
5:29
5:45
6:02
0:09
0:44
1:24
2:10
3:05
4:14
0:31
1:38
2:33
3:17
3:52
4:24
4:53
5:20
5:47
0:41
1:38
2:42
3:59
5:33
0:50
1:46
2:32
3:08
3:36

10.2H
10.1H
9.9H
9.8H
9.7H
5.8L
6.4L
7.0L
7.6L
8.2L
8.7L
10.4H
10.6H
10.7H
10.8H
10.8H
10.8H
10.8H
10.7H
10.6H
7.1L
7.9L
8.4L
8.8L
8.8L
10.8H
10.7H
10.5H
10.3H
10.1H

10:30
10:52
11:15
11:39
12:06
6:20
6:38
6:57
7:17
7:40
8:09
5:49
7:25
8:29
9:13
9:53
10:31
11:10
11:49
12:29
6:14
6:39
7:04
7:27
7:47
17:11
18:16
9:17
9:35
9:56

7.4L
6.8L
6.1L
5.4L
4.7L
9.7H
9.7H
9.6H
9.6H
9.6H
9.5H
8.9L
8.7L
8.2L
7.3L
6.3L
5.2L
4.2L
3.3L
2.6L
10.4H
10.1H
9.8H
9.4H
9.0H
3.6L
4.2L
7.5L
6.9L
6.2L

15:06
16:05
16:56
17:43
18:31
12:36
13:09
13:46
14:28
15:14
16:07
8:48
9:54
11:40
13:33
15:07
16:25
17:33
18:36
19:36
13:10
13:52
14:36
15:22
16:13

8.5H
8.7H
8.9H
9.1H
9.3H
4.0L
3.4L
2.9L
2.5L
2.3L
2.3L
9.2H
8.9H
8.6H
8.5H
8.7H
9.1H
9.5H
9.9H
10.2H
2.1L
2.0L
2.2L
2.5L
3.0L

12:06
13:57
15:19

7.7H
7.7H
8.0H

Units are feet

21:56
22:33
23:05
23:37

4.2L
4.5L
4.8L
5.3L

19:19
20:10
21:07
22:09
23:19

9.5H
9.7H
9.9H
10.1H
10.3H

17:07
18:14
19:21
20:24
21:21
22:13
23:02
23:51

2.4L
2.6L
2.9L
3.3L
3.9L
4.6L
5.4L
6.3L

20:36
21:38
22:41
23:47

10.5H
10.6H
10.7H
10.8H

19:21
20:20
21:10

4.7L
5.1L
5.5L
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